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Abstract. The Deep learning processor (DLP), especially ASIC-based
accelerators, have been proved to be a promising device for accelerating
the computation of deep learning algorithms. However, the learning cost
of mastering these DLPs is high as they use different programming interfaces. On the other hand, many deep learning frameworks are proposed
to ease the burden of developing deep learning algorithms, but few of
them support DLPs. Due to the special features in DLPs, it is hard to
integrate a DLP into existed frameworks.
In this paper, we propose an intermediate representation (called DLIR)
to bridge the gap between DL frameworks and DLPs. DLIR is a tensorbased language with built-in tensor intrinsics that can be directly mapped
to hardware primitives. We show that DLIR allows better developing efficiency and is able to generate efficient code.
Keywords: deep learning processor, intermediate representation, deep
learning framework, deep learning
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Introduction

Deep learning processors (DLPs) have become powerful devices for processing
large scale neural networks, especially ASIC-based DLPs [1–6]. However, DLPs
are still not fully accepted by DL participants due to the lack of programming
supports. On the other hand, many DL programming frameworks [7–10] have
been proposed to ease the burden of developing DL algorithms but often only
on traditional devices (e.g., CPUs and GPUs). Primitives on such devices are
basically scalar computations and they use cache in their system. Therefore,
frameworks designed for such devices are often lower operators to fine-grained
operations and completely ignore the management of on-chip memories. For example, TVM [11] is a software stack for deep learning, which leverages Halide IR
to present computation loops and extracts several useful scheduling primitives
to allow users to manually optimize the computation. However, TVM require
the user to describe the computation through scalar operations and use tensor intrinsics scheduling primitive to map the tensor operation to instructions
in the backend DLP (which is VTA in the case of TVM). This complicates the
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programming of the DLP as the code describing the computation of the tensor intrinsics is completely unnecessary. XLA is a recent proposed backend embedded
in TensorFlow to provide subgraph optimizations. It proposes an High-level optimizer (HLO) and also with an IR to represent the computation graph received
from the TensorFlow frontend. Although XLA provides tensor semantics that
in a way match DLP primitives, operators in XLA is very high-level and does
not provide hardware-specific operations such as memory copying between main
memory and on-chip scratchpad memory which is extensively used in DLPs. Such
frameworks lack necessary components to seamlessly support a DLP. Therefore,
an indirection layer that is specifically designed for DLPs is on demand to bridge
the gap between frameworks and DLPs.
Our solution is an indirection layer composed of an intermediate representation (called DLIR), a compiler and runtime. DLIR is a tensor-based IR, inherently support tensor types (neurons and synapses) and tensor intrinsics (e.g.,
convolution, pooling, matmul) that can be directly mapped to hardware primitives. By leveraging such structures, DLIR compiler is able to generate highly
efficient code that is comparable to hand-optimized instructions.
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Intermediate Representation Language

In this section, we introduce the intermediate representation language, i.e., DLIR,
which can be interpreted into operations supported by DLPs. In order to reduce
the learning costs, DLIR is designed to be embedded in C++ as a library. It can
be directly called by front-ends functions and generate instructions for backend.
2.1

Data Structure

DVIR defines two N-dimensional (N-D) tensor data types, Neuron and Synapse
to encapsulate data and be used as operands of HLIR operators (see Section 2.2).
Both types are defined using a built-in data structure, Dimension, which helps
specify the tiling of a dimension. Due to the limited on-chip resources, an ND array often needs to be partitioned into several segments to fit into on-chip
buffers. Computation partitioning on DLPs is complicated as there are multiple
dimensions for a N-D tensor. A dimension with size d can be tiled as d = n×s+r,
which requires at least three variables to describe the partitioning. Dimension is
introduced to encapsulate these variables. By iterating through combinations of
segments of different dimentions of a tensor, we are able to traverse all possible
segments in the tiled tensor. In addition, to enbale explicit memory copy between
the main memory and on-chip buffers, we provide two data structures, i.e., NeuronBuffer and SynapseBuffer, to represent allocated data on on-chip buffers. A
segment in Neuron will be transferred to a corresponding NeuronBuffer.
2.2

Operators

We classify the programming supports of current DLPs according to whether
they require programmers to manually write tiling and computation partitioning
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within a layer, i.e., the ability to process arbitrary scale of computation. We
call the code generator (CG) provided by DLPs as high-level code generator
(HLCG) and low-level code generator (LLCG). HLCG refers to CGs that can
process arbitrary scale of computation, e.g., CG of DianNao and ShiDianNao.
LLCG refers to CG that can compile programs at the level of assembly or ISA,
e.g., Cambricon ISA. Accordingly, we provides two levels of operator that can
map to these two CGs, i.e., high-level operators (HLOP) and low-level operators
(LLOP). Therefore, both types of CG can be integrated into DLIR.
These two levels of OP are also corresponding to the data structures. HLOP
takes Neuron or Synapse as input and output parameters, and LLOP takes
segments in a Neuron or Synapse as input and output parameters. Both HLOP
and LLOP can be translated directly into hardware-specific assembly languages
or instructions by invoking HLCG and LLCG.
In addition to directly invoke vendor-provided CG to generate code, HLOPs
can also be first interpreted to LLOPs, and then translated to instructions.
With such transformation, DLPs with LLCGs can also use HLOPs as the official
programming interface which is typical for DL frameworks.
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Compilation

The compilation process is shown in Figure 1. Operations in the computational
graph can be mapped to HLOPs. For DLPs using HLCGs, DLIR passes the
parameters to HLCGs to generate executable code. For those using LLCGs,
DLIR will invoke the HLOP defined with LLOPs and memory operations to
generate LLOP sequences, which will then be compiled by the LLCGs. In the
function that defines HLOPs by LLOPs, users need to specify loop tiling, data
segmentations and the use of on-chip buffers in such functions. In addition,
as DLPs have strict restriction on data layout, the compiler will rearrange a
tensor according to the dimension informations so that the required data can be
sequentially fetched.
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Evaluation

We use Caffe as the front-end as it is a commonly used DL framework. We reimplement Setup, Forward and Backward functions in the layers in Caffe. Each call
of these functions will invoke the DLIR compiler to generate an instruction sequence that will be transferred to our backend and executed. We use Cambricon
as the backend, as it is a state-of-the-art ISA and architecture proposed for NN
algorithms, and it involves many representative features of DLPs.
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Fig. 2. Code length reduction of using Fig. 3. Performance of DLIR comDLIR compared to hand-written code. pared to hand-optimized code.

4.1

Developing Efficiency

We evaluate the developing efficiency of DLVM on five large realistic networks,
i.e., Cifar10, AlexNet, VGG16, VGG19 and ResNet34, covering five representative algorithms (convolution, pooling, fully-connected, batch normalization, and
local respond normalization) used in popular deep learning networks. Figure 2
shows that by using DLIR, we can reduce the source code by 4.19 × on average.
The highest reduction comes from ResNet34 (i.e, 9.72×), and the lowest reduction comes from Cifar10 (i.e., 1.75×). The more layers a network composed
of, the higher the reduction ratio is. Because the code reduction is primarily
gained from eliminating redundant implementations of the same algorithm with
different scales.
4.2

Performance

We evaluate the performance of DLVM on the mentioned networks to show that
DLIR is able to generate efficient code. The performance is demonstrated in Figure 3. DLIR achieves 89.37% performance compared to that of hand-optimized
code on average. The performance loss primarily comes from the missing overlapping between computations and memory accesses especially between layers and
the memory accesses saved by layer fusion. However, the hand-optimized code
could takes seasoned programmers days to maximize the optimize. In DLIR,
we mostly concern about usability instead of performance, therefore this performance loss is acceptable for us.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an intermediate representation (DLIR) to bridge the
gap between high-level DL frameworks and DLPs. DLIR is composed of an
intermediate representation language with special designed data structures (i.e.,
Dimension, Neuron and Synapse), hierarchic operators and memory operations.
By leveraging DLIR, we are able to shorten the code by 4.19 × on five large
networks on average. In addition, the compiler is able to generate code with up
to 89.37% performance compared to hand-optimized code using Cambricon as
the backend.
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